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Purpose of this
manual

1.1 - About MATCH

T

he following manual
“Sport & Youth work
– Bridging the gap for
social inclusion” has been
edited in the frame of MATCH
social inclusion opportunities,
a project co-funded by the
Erasmus
+
Programme,
Collaborative
Partnership
in the field of Sport. The
project aimed to enhance
social inclusion and equal
opportunities for migrants,
asylum seekers, refugees
and disadvantaged young
local people by fostering and
increasing their participation
in sport activities.
By
creating
interactions
between
these
target
groups and sport and youth
professionals, MATCH has
reinforced the potential of
sport as a means of inclusion.
Indeed, sport can create
bridges between people from
different social, economic,
and cultural backgrounds

and help reduce barriers and
increase interactions and
social inclusion.
Moreover,
during
its
implementation MATCH has
improved, strengthened and
supported the cooperation
among youth workers and
coaches in order to allow
them to use the skills acquired
in the educational and sport
fields.
In the frame of MATCH, six
organizations from Italy (CESIE,
as coordinator and HANDALA),
Bosnia
Herzegovina
(FACULTY OF SPORT AND
PHYSICAL
EDUCATION
UNIVERSITY OF SARAJEVO),
Bulgaria
(ASSOCIATION
FOOTURA), Greece (ELLINIKO
FORUM PROSFYGON), The
Netherlands (EURICON) and
Spain (Club Natació Banyoles),
have developed activities such
as international and local
training courses, renovation
of public sport facilities, sport
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Eurobarometer report issued
in March 2014. These figures
highlight a low awareness of
the benefits of sport among
European citizens. Anyway,
MATCH
acknowledges
the educational role of
sport-based
interventions
targeted at at people with
fewer opportunities such as
refugees and asylum seekers,
migrants and youngsters in
disadvantaged areas. . These
target groups face a set of
obstacles and life challenges
that need be taken into
consideration and addressed
with specific tools in order to
empower them.
For this reason, the project
partners have actively and
practically
promoted
the
European policies in the field
of sport, providing a common
model MATCH partnership
would like to thank all the
youngsters, students, sport
trainers, youth workers in
Italy, Bosnia and Herzegovina,
Spain, Bulgaria, Greece and
The Netherlands, who took
part in the activities and
inspired us to writing this
manual.

tournaments, job shadowing
schemes
and
anti-racist
festivals.
As a result, the project has
encouraged migrants, asylum
seekers, refugees and local
young people to participate
in sport activities creating a
constructive dialogue between
different social groups.
Sport shall be considered as
an effective tool for improving
integration processes among
socially and economically
disadvantaged
groups.
However,
contemporary
research1 shows that there is
still a long way to go in order
to fully embrace such concept.
In fact, despite the potential
positive impact of sport,
the latest Eurobarometer
on Sport (December 2017)2
shows that almost half (46%)
of the European citizens never
exercise or play sport. In
addition, the proportion has
slightly increased from 42%
to 46% since the previous
1Rapporto della conferenza europea dal
titolo “Sport and Integration: Challenging
social exclusion in and through sport”, 2012,
disponibile all’indirizzo:
http://www.footballforequality.org/fileadmin/
mediapool/pdf/spin/SPIN-Konferenz-sc.pdf

2 Speciale Eurobarometro 472, Sport e attività
fisica, dicembre 2017, disponibile all’indirizzo
https://ec.europa.eu/sport/news/2018/neweurobarometer-sport-and-physical-activity_
en
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1.2 - Aims and benefits

T

his manual aims to
raise awareness of the
benefits of sports as a
means of inclusion among
youth workers and coaches.
As Pierre De Coubertin once
said, “For each individual,
sport is a possible source for
inner improvement”. Sport
can be extremely effective on
a personal level but it is also
a fundamental tool to create
interaction amongst different
social realities.
We also believe that sport could
be effective in stimulating
social inclusion and creating
open communities.
Unfortunately, most of the

time, educators who work
with youngsters with fewer
opportunities
have
little
experience in using sport as
an educational tool and they
do not know how to maximize
its potential.
In order to define the
pedagogical
framework
of MATCH, it is relevant to
explore the concepts of social
inclusion and exclusion and
their relationship to games
and sport. Moreover, this
manual also aims at exploring
the role of coach as educator
and a series of existing
good practices in all partner
countries, which promote the
use of sport as an educational
resource.
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Thanks to this manual,
you will learn to define the
concepts of inclusion and
exclusion and how to apply
them to your practice. You
will also get familiar with the
benefits of sport in inclusion
processes and discover how
to implement activities with
different targets. Besides, you

will be provided with some tips
which will help you improve
your coaching methods and
promote sport activities as a
means of inclusion. Finally,
you will find a wide range of
games and sport activities.

8

2

social inclusion
and exclusion

2.1 - Defining social
inclusion and exclusion

S

ocial inclusion is the act
of making all groups of
people within a society
feel valued and important. It is
the provision of certain rights
(e.g. employment, adequate
housing,
health
care,
education, integration, social
interaction and training) to all
individuals and groups in the
society.Some scholars identify
these basic socioeconomic
needs as the foundation
for social inclusion. Further
definitions acknowledge the

social,
psychological
and
physical dimensions of social
inclusion, including a sense
of belonging and a support
network, reflecting its wider
scope. In fact, social inclusion
can be defined as the process
of improving the conditions
of participation in society,
particularly for disadvantaged
people. This can be achieved by
increasing their opportunities,
providing access to resources,
and enabling people to claim
full respect of their rights and
to speak up against injustice.
The increasing international
attention
devoted
to

9

inclusion is a consequence of
globalization,
liberalization,
and
democratization
processes. Cohesion and
inclusion are both complex,
and normative concepts.
Somehow the notion of
inclusion in terms of social
relations seems to imply the
exclusion of certain groups.
Integration, prevention of
exclusion, acceptance and
positive relation are some of
the key terms related to social
inclusion.
Conversely, “Social exclusion
refers to the multiple and
changing factors resulting
in people being excluded
from the normal exchanges,
practices and rights of
modern society”. The term
social exclusion was used
for the first time by René
Lenoir (1974), the former
French Secretary of State for
Social Action. Social exclusion
describes a state in which
individuals are unable to
participate fully in economic,
social, political and cultural
life, as well as in the process
leading to and sustaining such
a state. It is a multidimensional
phenomenon not limited to
material deprivation. Social

exclusion explicitly refers to
people who are disadvantaged
based on their age, sex,
disability, ethnicity, origin, or
economic or other status.
2.2 - Ensuring social
inclusion

M

easuring
social
inclusion
is
challenging due to
its multidimensional nature
and the lack of standard data
sources across countries.
Likewise, quantifying presents
considerable challenges as it
is a personal experience, and
the views of those affected by
it or at risk of being left behind
cannot be disregarded.
By promoting social inclusion
we prevent marginalisation,
one of the main concerns
of EU societies. In the last
few decades, social inclusion
has given a remarkable
contribution in creating a
friendly environment as some
individuals facilitated the
integration process of people
who felt excluded. A socially
inclusive society is defined
as one where all people feel
valued, their differences are
respected, and their basic
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needs are met so they can live
in dignity. Such society allows
everyone to become all that
they are capable of becoming.
It seeks to eliminate poverty,
inequality,
abasement,
humiliation and every other
form of exclusion based on
differences.
Secondly, social inclusion
must provide for conditions
which help preventing serious
issues(e.g. mental disorders).
As a matter of facts some
mental health issues can
be associated with social
exclusion which increases
vulnerability to psycho-social
stress.
Social
inclusion
is
not
a “one-way road”, it is
complex
and
requires
comprehensive
approach
by any means necessary:

Moreover, working towards
supporting
the
inclusion
of certain social groups
should
not
undermine
permanent
prevention
measures promoted so as to
counteract marginalisation.
Such measures can include:

• building upon individual
and community strengths;
• using evidence to raise
awareness;
• building partnerships with
key stakeholders;
• developing promotion;
• giving a high priority to
early intervention and
prevention;
• planning for community
sustainability
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• information campaigns
in schools, sports clubs
and organizations, on the
Internet;
• national and municipal
policies on equal
opportunities for training,
sport and work;
• promoting good examples
and role models from
each social group;
• creating volunteer
schemes established by
representatives from the
vulnerable groups;
• monitoring the
participation of
representatives from
vulnerable social groups
in local / international
competitions, festivals,
manifestations etc.

Since preventive measures
have diverse scopes and
goals, they require the action
of different policy-makers. For
this reason, sport professionals
and
organisations
shall
understand the need of
coming up with awarenessraising campaigns aimed at
engaging public opinion and

creating the conditions for
spreading inclusion models
featuring sport activities.
These schemes improve selfesteem and are of the outmost
importance for young people
coming from disadvantaged
backgrounds.
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3

Sport, games and
inclusion

3.1 - Sport and inclusion

S

port and physical activity
can be very valuable for
several reasons.
Physical
inactivity
is
a
modifiable risk factor for a
widening variety of chronic,
joint diseases and depression
3
.
Secondly, sport is a great
occupational therapy that
has embraced positively the
concepts of recovery, social
inclusion and personalisation.
Acquisition of skills through
3 Darren E.R. Warburton, Crystal Whitney
Nicol, and Shannon S.D. Bredin (2006), Health
benefits of physical activity: the evidence,
Canadian Medical Association Journal, 801–809

sport can develop the selfconfidence,
for
example,
to pursue employment or
further education. People
can forge friendships through
sport, develop social skills,
gain independence and take
on leadership roles.
Besides, studies have showed
that physical activity improves
mood and reduces symptoms
of depression as well as
anxiety, which can be present
in socially excluded people.
The intensity of aerobic
exercise significantly reduced
such symptoms compared
to
participants
receiving
psychotropic treatment only.
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Consistent physical activity
may prevent the onset of
depression. Sport activity
improves experience of wellbeing by increasing physical
functioning in those with poor
health, which is commonly
present
amongst
people
who have experienced social
exclusion. Physical activity
has been reported especially
beneficial to positive mood
changes
among
women4
(Penedo et al., 2005). Physical
activity programs based on
dance are linked to a significant
reduction in perceived stress
and negative effects caused
by the lack of social support.
Furthermore,
sport-based
activities significantly reduce
possible confounding factors,
inappropriate sex behaviour,
gender discrepancy issues
and alcohol consumption in
adolescents.
Additionally,
sport-based
interventions were associated
with better overall cognitive
performance. Physical activity
has made greater reductions
in the risk of sudden death
from cardiovascular disease,
4 Penedo, F. J., & Dahn, J. R. (2005). Exercise
and well-being: a review of mental and physical
health benefits associated with physical activity.
Current opinion in psychiatry, 18(2), 189193.

which is higher in socially
excluded people due to
additional stress factors and
poor nutrition. Sport based
activities in vulnerable groups
can prevent the occurrence
of type 2 diabetes and by
that beneficially decrease the
amount of funds spent for
health care.
We must be aware of the
difference between inclusion
in sport and inclusion through
sports. Sport can be used for
creating a great number of
participation models such as
short-term programs, ongoing
programs for children and
youth and integration through
sports-oriented games and
activities. The success of
sports-based social inclusion
policies and programmes can
be measured in relation to four
main themes including: “sport
for all”, “social cohesion”, “a
pathway to work” and “giving
voice”5.
The International Olympic
Committee has acknowledged
the importance of social
inclusion and took over their
social
responsibilities
by
creating strong programmes
5 Kelly, L. (2011). Social inclusion’ through
sports-based interventions? Critical Social
Policy, 31(1), 126-150.
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aimed at promoting and
integrating
disadvantaged
groups. Sport is commonly
regarded as a means of
inclusion since it brings people
from all parts of society
together. As stated in UNICEF
report “Sport, in particular,
has helped overcome many
societal prejudices. Experiences
in a number of countries have
shown that access to sport
and recreation is not only of
direct benefit to children with
disabilities, but also helps to
improve their standing in the
community6”. Inclusion in sport
has a particular focus on the
6 Report from „The state of the world’s children
2013: executive summary“ (2013) UNICEF,
available at: https://www.unicef.org/sowc2013/
files/SOWC2013_Exec_Summary_ENG_Lo_
Res_24_Apr_2013.pdf

participation of people with
disabilities in sport once their
access has been secured.
People face several societal
and practical barriers that
may prevent participation
in sport. Depending on
the situation, there may
be a shortage of physical
education and sport for all
programmes, limited funding
and few sport facilities. In
terms of sport, this can range
from active discrimination
against a given group or
to the lesser evil of failing
to address a given group’s
needs. Talented athletes from
disadvantaged regions often
move to countries that offer
them better opportunities
and access to equipment,
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limiting their ability to affect
attitudes at home. Adaptive
sports are not new, and some
organisations
have
been
running these programmes
for decades. One of the key
aspects of social inclusion
in sport is physical literacy.
Physical literacy is defined
as an ability to move, with
competence and confidence
in a wide variety of physical
activities
in
multiple
environments that benefit the
healthy development of the
whole person7. Disadvantaged
people who are physically
literate move with competence
and confidence in a wide
variety of physical activities
in multiple environments
that benefit the healthy
7 Mandigo, Francis, Lodewyk and Lopez (2009),
Physical Literacy for Educators, Physical &
Health Education Journal

development of the whole
person. Competent movers
tend to be more successful
academically and socially8.
They understand how to be
active for life and can transfer
competence from one area
to another. Physically literate
individuals have the skills and
confidence to move any way
they want. They can show their
skills and confidence in lots
of different physical activities
and environments; and use
their skills and confidence
to be active and healthy.
Communication is the key for
changing the overall picture
and knowledge sharing should
be a priority.
As stated
Williamson

by Black
(2011)

and
the

8 - Florian Kiuppis. Inclusion in sport: disability
and participation. Sport in Society, 2018
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inclusion spectrum proposes
five different methodologies
of practice:
• Separate Activity: special
activities, specially
thought for and proposed
for people with disability
and practised in different
times and spaces.
• Parallel Activity: disabled
athletes may need to train
separately with disabled
peers to prepare for a
competition.
• Disability Sport Activity:
reverse integration
whereby non-disabled
children and adults are
included in disability sport
together with disabled
peers, such as using
the Paralympic sports
goalball, boccia or sitting
volleyball as a basis for an
inclusive game.
• Open (inclusive) Activity:
‘Everyone does the same
activity with minimal
or no adaptations
to the environment
or equipment; open
activities are by their
nature inclusive so that
the activity suits every
participant.
• Modified Activity: activities

designed for all, with
specific adaptations to
space, tasks, equipment
and people’s teaching
Sports-based
interventions
can contribute to youth crime
reduction and foster inclusion
strategies. Sports offer a
common language and a
platform for social democracy.
Likewise, it enhances the
understanding of cultural
differences and helps to fight
against prejudices. Finally,
social exclusion of migrant
and minority groups can
be prevented and stopped
through sport. In fact, sportbased
interventions
can
contribute to neighbourhood
renewal
by
improving
communities’ performance on
the four key indicators: health,
crime,
employment
and
education9. Therefore, since
sports participation provides
a focus for social activity, an
opportunity to make friends,
develop networks and reduce
social isolation, it is important
to use sport as an inclusion
tool10.
To highlight the relation
between social integration
9 - Kelly L., 2011
10 - Bailey, Richard. (2005). Evaluating the
relationship between physical education, sport
and social inclusion. Educational Review
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and inclusion through sport it
is essential to understand the
principles of community and
community behaviour. A sense
of community arises out of
the fundamental human need
to create and maintain social
bonds, to develop a sense of
belonging, and to strengthen
self-identity. The concept of
self-identity is a fundamental
element of sport as well
as of community building.
To be part of a community
one has to invest a piece of
oneself. How can sport be
used to help build inclusive
communities?
Community/
social
development
approach is based on using
the sport activities as a
gateway to ongoing personal
development
where
the
quality of the engagement is
the indicator of success. It has
been noticed that the decline
in participation in team sports
and the rise in individual
sports foster the adoption
of behaviours which are not
accepted by the community.
Therefore, group-based sports
and physical activities are
more suitable than individual
ones when promoting social
inclusion measures. In spite of
that, declining levels of youth

participation in organised
sport leagues have been
identified.
3.2 - Sport and Games

S

port
provides
opportunities for the
development of valued
capabilities and competencies,
and the anecdotal evidence in
favour of sport’s contribution
to inter-personal and intrapersonal skills is persuasive
11
. Since 1995 sport has been
associated not only with
competition and exercise, but
also with behaviour regulation
and
community
building
initiatives, which in turn
lead to the strengthening of
democracy. Since then sport
activities have been used to
tackle a broad range of social
problems so as to prevent
marginalisation and promote
inclusion.
How do we define sport?
Sport is an activity involving
physical exertion and skill in
which an individual or team
competes against another or
others12. These days sport has
11 -Richard Bailey, Positive Youth Development
Through Sport, International Studies in Physical
Education and Youth Sport, Routledge, 2008
12 -https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/
definition/sport
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also become an important
economic factor. Sport is
strictly framed by an agreed
set of rules and regulation.
Although it can seem hard
to distinguish between sport
and game, they mainly differ
in the rulemaking process. In
fact, the term “game” is used
to define an activity that one
engages in for amusement or
fun. Therefore, it can be said
that the game is the playful
part of each sport having
the purpose of providing
entertainment, even though,
in a sense, it is its older core.
From a perspective of sport,
a game represents a place of
meeting for the purpose of
contest. It can be stated that
sport which emerges from

a fun activity one can call a
“game” and that the game was
introduced first and foremost
to make fun, and afterwards
was converted to conventional
(and sometime commercial)
activity.
3.3 - Game as main activity

E

ven though it occurs at
any stage of life, playing
is commonly regarded
as a childhood and teenage
activity. Nevertheless, games
can become effective when it
comes to creating a healthy
environment. In fact, they
incorporate competition on
a fair basis, their structure is
based on specific rules and
the reward is determined
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in advance. The right game
can be used as a great tool
for satisfying the needs of
social activity. Determining
basic needs is essential to
creating fun, interactive and
social games. Acknowledging
the educational role of game
allows us to use it as a means
of social inclusion and change,
especially when working with
migrants and refugees.
How can we establish the
right rules for a game and
what should a coach know
about rulemaking process?
When it comes to creating the
rules, the coach must follow
basic guidelines. They are
prescribed guides for conduct,
telling participants how to
proceed. For this reason, we
usually agree on the number
of participants, the materials
which will be used, the
objectives of the game, and so
on.
As previously stated, the
rules of a game are created
“situationally”, therefore it is
advisable to have participants
play an active role in this
process. This method has many
advantages over “forcing” the
rules set out by the coach
authority, as the trainer can

observe participants’ social
behaviour while they resort
to their creativity. Moreover,
it emphasises the respect
towards peers in a small
society, allowing them to
transfer such attitude to their
everyday activities. However,
coaches will often deal with
some disagreements between
participants and they shall
be capable of solving minor
issues.
3.4 - Game as motivation

E

sTo be motivated means to
be moved to do something
13
. Engaging in an activity
for its inherent enjoyment
or satisfaction is essential,
and all kinds of games can
be more than effective in
satisfying the need for joy,
competence,
relatedness,
positive emotional reciprocity
and autonomy. Therefore, it
is easy to embrace the role
of “players” performing tasks
and responsibilities towards
oneself and the members of
the team. Game and sport
activities allow individuals
to enter a state of “flow”,
described in psychology as

13 -Richard M. Ryan and Edward L. Deci.
Intrinsic and Extrinsic Motivations: Classic
Definitions and New Directions. Contemporary
Educational Psychology, 2000, p.25
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a mental state of operation
in which a person is fully
immersed in a task, having
positive effects on everyday
activities. In order to foster
motivation a game has to fulfil
the following requirements:
• having clear goals and a
good grasp of what to do
next;
• providing participants
with direct and immediate
feedback;
• a good balance between
the skills required and
challenges provided;
• opportunity to focus on
the task at hand so that
actions and interactions
might merge;
• allowing participants
to lose their selfconsciousness;
• eliminating the fear of
failure;
• creating a distorted sense
of time;
•

21
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4

Coach as educator

4.1 Coaching

I

t is very important to use
coaching as a tool to create
environments
conducive
to genuine social inclusion.
Coaching is about telling
people what to do while
respecting differences. Most
participants disagree with the
statement that the coach can
give advice and explain options,
but not make the decision
for the socially included. The
same rules apply whenever
social inclusion measures
are needed regardless of the
target groups.

Firstly,
coach
must
be
passionate
about
sportbased interventions, and be
capable of creating emphatic
relationships
between
participants.
Their
first
task is to address physical
separation so as to deal with
social inclusion. A coach has
to be aware of the importance
of smiling and the lack of it,
the use of friendly or caustic
tones of voice, the presence
or absence of warm greetings
in group settings, and other
signature behaviours. A coach
should warn participants
about the social and personal
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costs paid by groups which
build bonds by criticising and
excluding others. He/she
should avoid words (e.g., weird,
nerd) which might convey a
sense of exclusion, encourage
players to compete on fair
basis and avoid negative rules.
Social coaching combined
with basic principle of physical
education is essential to
achieve needed effect of
sport-based interventions in
the field of social inclusion.
Considering the importance of
physical education principles
for social inclusion, it is not
surprising that 2005 was
declared the Year of Sport
and Physical Education aiming
to
gather
endorsements
from the governments to
use sport as a vehicle “for
promoting education, health,
development and peace”
and as a “universal language
which can help bridge social,
religious, racial and gender
differences”. Since then, a
special emphasis has been
placed on Physical Education.
Basic principles of physical
education should be applied
when sport is used to foster
social inclusion and overcome
marginalisation. In order to
gain a further insight into

physical education, we will
present several features and
make comparisons between
sports,
games,
physical
education and social inclusion.
Health
and
physical
education programmes are
more effective when they
are delivered in healthy
environment
and
when
participants’
learning
is
supported by professional
staff,
families,
and
communities. This is very
important when coaches and
animators organise sport
and gaming events aimed at
promoting social inclusion.
Physical activity is the key
vehicle for student learning.
It is quite evident that active
kids are more fit to learn;
they are more attentive and
focused and show increased
positive mood and behaviour.
Body-mind relationship can be
used effectively to create
learning environment for
those who are socially
excluded. We should focus on
maximizing the potential of
physical activity. Movement
and sport related activity shall
ensure that marginalised
individuals
become
and
stay active throughout their
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lives. Participants should be
exposed to a wide variety
of physical activities and
movement forms in multiple
environments to develop
physical literacy, which is a key
component to develop healthy
society. All participants should
have the opportunity to
develop their physical fitness
through moderate to vigorous
exercise using sport as an
inclusion tool. Differentiated
sport opportunities will allow
an increase in the variety of
skills.

The educational component
shall be balanced in sport
and
physical
education
programmes, in order to
keep the learning integrated
and connected to real life.
Therefore, coaches who use
sport as a tool for inclusion
must develop strategies to
integrate learning, so that
that participants can use their
newly acquired knowledge in
various social settings.

Physical and emotional safety
is a precondition for effective
learning in health and physical
education. Participant in sport
activities will usually forget
things you teach them, but
they will remember how much
you care. A safe respectful
environment can provide
those who feel excluded with
a sense of belonging and
increase their self-confidence.
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Every sport-based activity should follow the principles
of physical education teaching, including decisions
organised within three temporal sets:

Pre-impact, i.e. decisions that define the
intent and the preparation:
a) objective of the episode; selection of a teaching
style; anticipated learning style; whom to teach;
subject matter;
b) time (when)
c) modes of communication, treatment of questions;
organizational arrangements; where to teach
(location); posture, attire and appearance;
parameters; class climate; evaluative procedures
and material.

Impact, i.e. decisions that define the
actions, face-to-face implementation of
the pre-impact decisions (the transaction,
task engagement, or performance):
a) implementing and adhering to the preimpact
decisions;
b) adjustment decisions;
c) other.

Post-impact, i.e. decisions that define the
assessment including feedback on the
performance during the impact and overall
evaluation of the congruence between
the intent and the action of the learning
experience:
a) gathering information about the performance in
the impact (by observing, listening, etc.);
b) assessing the information against criteria
(procedures, materials, norms, values, etc.);
c) providing feedback to the learner;
d) assessing the selected teaching style;
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e) assessing the anticipated learning style;
f) adjustment decisions.

Gestures (also called body
language)
are
essential
when conducting physical
activity. Gestures include
head and hands movements,
facial
expressions,
and
finger configurations. Verbal
communication refers to
the use of written or spoken
words and phrases to convey
meanings
and
messages
which can change if spiced up
with a particular intonation.
The coach and the person being
coached are equals, therefore
the people you coach need to
see you as a friend. Coaches
involved
in
sport-based
social interventions should
be recognized as leaders by
members of the community.
This could be an advantage
for the coach as excluded
persons often listen to their
advice. Coaches must be
aware of their responsibilities,
e.g.:
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• uo achieve good transition
from theory to practice;
• to support team bonding;
• to bring everyone to play
together;
• to move;
• to identify challenges
based on group needs in
relation to social inclusion
and identify their learning
needs;
• to develop participants’
coaching competences for
young people;
• to have the following
skills: listening and
communication skills,
team work, motivation,
empathy, problemsolving, flexibility, time
management, leadership
and different types of
learning
• to be open minded,
responsible, enthusiastic,
passionate, professional,
kind, tolerant and have a
sense of humour.

    4.2 - Skills and qualities
of a coach

T

he coach or the educator
is a person who must
have asophisticated and
well-developed set of skills
required to plan, deliver and
carry out sport-based activity
aimed at promoting social
inclusion.
Goal setting: coaching is a
goal-focused approach, so
the ability to elicit clear, welldefined
and
emotionally
engaging
goals
from
participants is one of the most
important skills for a coach to
possess. Like many aspects
of coaching, there are both
formal and informal versions
of this skill

Observation

O

bservation skills help educators monitor
participants and track their progress
towards a goal. When running a session
or activity, a coach must be able to perceive
the main answers that are “right in front of
them”. In order to be a good observer, one has
to be capable of reading body language, using
their social and emotional intelligence and
predicting “what happens next”. Observation
can help reduce cultural differences and focus
on tasks.
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Understanding the target group

W

hy are these youths marginalised? Why
do they need to be approached in a
certain way? How could games and
sport-based interventions empower them? It is
not possible to give a unique definition of “young
people with fewer opportunities” as European
social reality is too varied. Therefore, we should
always take in to consideration the following
categories: social, cultural, geographical and
economic background and physical functioning.
Most of the times, youngsters may face some
of the issues connected to them. As a result,
they often lack confidence, self-discipline and
find difficult to work with their peers.. For this
reason, it is important to have an insight into
their profiles, their strengths and weaknesses,
get to know group dynamics, the way they
communicate with each other, their rights and
characteristics. Knowing your target group is of
paramount importance to ensure an efficient
communication as well as to be aware of the
misunderstandings that could happen and thus
to adapt the selected games and methodology.

Active listening

I

t is a skill often referred to emphasise the
difference between passively taking in what
the other person is saying and actively
engaging with them and showing that you are
giving them your undivided attention. This skill
is important for social inclusion. By listening to
participants, you allow them to realise that your
main aim is to support them. Secondly, as you
are paying attention, you expect them to follow
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through on any commitments they make. The
easiest and most effective approach to use
active listening is simply to develop an interest
in their experiences and be curious about what
they can achieve and do.

Feedback

F

eedback is essential to assess the
outcomes of sport-based interventions.
. Feedback is one of the coaching skills,
which is crucial for achieving the goals set.
Everybody is aware of that and it is ready to
give and receive effective feedback. Of course,
there are different forms of feedback with
different characteristics and implications
for the inclusion process. Its content is not
related to a specific coaching style, yet it is
fundamental. Feedback is generally defined
as “telling people how they are performing.”
Such a simplistic definition neglects the power
of feedback to affect performance and shape
perceptions.
Feedback
processes

is

necessary
to
for
two
main

inclusion
reasons:

• it can reinforce or change behaviour;
• it can shape identity.
Feedback can be delivered to the learner via
several modes of communication, and it is
mostly based on the information collected
through questionnaires and interviews. Usually
feedback can be provided by using letter grades
(A, B, C, etc.), numbers (1–10), percentages (0–
100%), awards (first place, second place, etc.)
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or pictures. These symbols represent scales on
which individual performances are assessed.
Feedback can be classified as specific and
nonspecific.
Please, find some examples of nonspecific
feedback below:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Great shot.
Very good. All right, way to go!
You’re good enough to be on the team.
That’s pretty good.
Not bad.
Good try.
This is much better.

Examples of specific feedback:
• Good job! You squeezed your hitting hand
into a fist and kept your palm up correctly
when you served.
• You did an excellent job remembering
all the steps and arm movements of the
dance routine.
• You showed an outstanding self-control in
the game when the other team member
tried to get you angry. Well done!
• Good job, Michael! You remembered
where to put back the equipment.
• You shouldn’t throw the ball bat after we
stop the game.
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Most frequent way to gather
information
about
the
problems of social exclusion
and inclusion are by using
surveys with questioners and
interviews. This information
is essential to create a good
feedback. Questioners are
widely used since the data can
be gathered by email or post,
in-group interaction (face to
face), by telephone, by social
interaction trough internet
or others. It is essential that
the social worker estimates
the objectives for conducting
the questioner survey or to
do an interview considering
geographical area of the
group, resources available,
speed of responses, response
rate and social sensitivities.
Social worker must be aware
that her/his aim is to detect
ground-based reasons for

exclusion. Secondly, by stating
specific questions in specific
order, the questionnaire must
be able to detect best possible
solutions and to prevent the
exclusion. Using any kind of
“research based” approach
should be developed to
find and detect the cause
and possible solution of the
problem. A questionnaire
can be based on as many
questions as you need.
Questions can be open and
closed with three, five or seven
points Likert scale. Scores can
range from negative (lower
number) to positive (higher
number). Questions on basic
demographics must be also
included. You can design
questionnaire
to
assess
the effects of a sport-game
based on mood or the level of
satisfaction.
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5

G

Games

ames can be a vital
tool
for
promoting
educational initiatives
among youngsters, increasing
cooperation and creating
relationships
between
individuals. Moreover, thanks
to play-based learning, it is
possible to combine games
with educational purposes. In
fact, this methodology allows
us to understand the world
through fun and cooperation.
Play is a powerful means to
reducing social and cultural
distances which can often
hinder social integration.
However, in order to be

educational, a game must
have certain characteristics
and allow participants to be
flexible, creative and quick
“problem solvers”. Therefore,
facilitators should not only
develop transversal skills
but also manage to transfer
educational values during
the implementations of these
games.
In this section you will find a
list of games and activities that
can support youth workers
and sport trainers to create
play and sport-based learning
activities.
This list of games is an
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overview
of
educational
activities that give to the coach
the opportunity to work on
different soft skills, including:
•
•
•
•

time management;
communication;
collaboration;
learning by playing.

In addition, each coach can
adapt the activities to the
context in which they are
implemented and modify them
so as to achieve better results.
The list is not exhaustive but
can be considered as a good
starting point for reflecting on
new ideas and methodologies
concerning sport and playbased learning.
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Marbles
Number of players

Max 8

Duration

20-30’

Materials

•
•
•

Description

Glass marbles (with a diameter of up to 1.5
cm)
A wooden stick
Pen and papers

Draw a circle 8 cm wide on a pavement in chalk,
and a line 2-meter distance from it.
Players decide the order in which they will play.
They all stand behind the line and throw their
marble trying to reach the circle. Once a player
manages to do it, he takes back its marble and
tries to hit the other marbles, starting from the
clos-est one. When the player succeeds, he/she
wins a point and keeps playing as long as he
strikes other marbles while the other player is out
of the game.
The winner is the person with the most marbles
at the end of the game.

Game variations

Instead of drawing a circle, you can use a shooter
marble, larger than the others. Players try to get
their marbles close to it. The player whose marble
is the closest, has to hit this large marble first and
then shoot at the other players’ marbles.

Educational value

Strategy, Precision, Agility.
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Chinese Jump Rope
Number of players

Min 3

Duration

10-30’

Materials

A rubber (2 meters long))

Description

A Chinese jump rope goes around the holders’
ankles, while a third player makes a range of
movements. If you choose to is use it as a team
game, Team 1 must hold the rope for Team 2 and
vice versa. The players determine who should go
first.
To win, the players have to perform the following
jumps:
1) The jumper’s feet land inside the rope.
2) The jumper’s feet land on one side of the
rope.
3) The jumper’s right foot lands inside the rope.
4) The jumper’s left foot lands inside the rope.
5) The jumper’s feet land on the rope.
6) The jumper spins in mid-air to face the
opposite direction.
7) The jumper’s feet land on either side of the
rope.
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When the player makes a mistake, he/she will
hold the rope so that one of the holders can take
their place. The person who performs all the
movements wins.Players can sing “Ema esesa,
Pippi Longstocking play this song for us“ while
they play.
Game variations

Educational value

The order of the movement can be changed.
Moreover, holders can tell jumpers which
movement they have to make. Participants can also
compete in pairs.
Team-building, dexterity, precision, memory.

The floor is lava
Number of players

Min. 10 people: 2 players hold the “fireball”.
If participants are more than 10, 4 of them hold
a fireball.

Duration

10-20’

Materials

•
•
•
•
•

10 A4 papers (5 for each team)
8 to 10 balls
4 chairs
2 bowls with 5 pens each
Something to mark the line or the space.
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Description

Two team, composed of 10 people, compete at
the same time . The teams agree on a leader. The
goal is to reach the safe space without touching
the floor (play-ers pretend the floor is made
of ava) using all the materials the participants
have. Each player can carry only one item. While
they do so, members from the op-posing team
throw fireballs they should try to avoid. If one of
the players touch-es the floor or gets hit by the
fireball, their team has to go back to the starting
point. The team wins when the last teammate
reaches the other part of the room.

Game variations

The game can be played without fireballs or with
more (or less) items.

Educational value

Team-work, strategy, communication.
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Hopscotch
Number of players

Min. 2

Duration

10-20’

Materials

•
•

Description

To play hopscotch you first need to draw the
court with 10 squares on the pavement.
Participants determine who tosses the stone first
by playing rock, paper, scissors.
The first player stands outside the field and tosses
a stone onto square number 1. The player then
hops through the course, skipping the square with
the marker in it. Single squares must be hopped
on one foot. For the first single square, either foot
may be used. Side-by-side squares are straddled,
with the left foot landing in the left square, and
the right foot landing in the right square. The
player stops in the square before the marker
and reaches down to retrieve the marker and
continue the course as stated, without touching
a line or stepping into a square with another
player’s marker. Participants stop playing when
they fall or hit a border of the square, in this case
another player takes over.
If, while hopping through the court in either
direction, the player steps on a line, misses a
square, or loses balance, the turn ends. Players
begin their turns where they last left off. The
first player to complete one course for every
numbered square on the court wins the game.

A piece of chalk
A small stone
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Game variations

The player who completes all the course will be
allowed to add fields to the hopscotch.

Educational value

Precision, dexterity, strategy.
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Ping pong ball relay
Number of players

Min. 4

Duration

5-30’

Materials

•
•
•

Description

Participants are divided in 2 teams. They follow a
square drawn on the ground holding a teaspoon
with a ping-pong ball in one hand. The player has
to carry it without making it fall and give it to the a
t teammate once he/she completes the path. The
other team tries to disturb the player by blowing
on the ball so that he/she drops it. They cannot
touch the other player though. If the ball falls, the
player has to start over again. The two team do
not compete at the same time. The quickest team
wins.

Game variations

The team who is not involved in the relay can
follow these rules:
• not to speak;
• stay still (even though they can keep blowing
on participant’s spoons).

Educational value

Team-spirit, rapidity, dexterity.

A teaspoon
A ping-pong ball
A piece of chalk to draw the path
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Crisscross
Number of players

Min.10

Duration

5-20'

Materials

•
•

Description

Four lines are drawn on the pavement with chalk.
They are all 5 meters distant from each other.
Groups of five participants follow these rules:
•
•
•
•
•

A piece of chalk
Ropes

the first participant is blindfolded, his/her
goal is to find a pen and come back;
the second participant has to hop until the
2nd line and come back; .
the third participant has to do jump squats
until the 3rd line and come back;
the fourth and fifth participants have to run
with one of their leg tied together until 4th
line.
One participant is given a secrete rule by the
trainer (for instance: not to be competitive or
do not use your right leg).

The two teams compete at the same time and
have to be as fast as they can.
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Game variations

The movements participants have to perform can
be changed. Coaches can also draw more or less
lines according to the number of participants.

Educational value

Team-spirit, rapidity, trust, mutual understanding.

Pictures or plan of the
game

Catch me or sit
Number of players

Min. 6

Duration

10-30’

Materials

•
•

A piece of chalk
A ball
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Description

This is not a team game. The referee draws the
court with chalk and gives the ball to one player.
The player has to try to hit other participants with
the ball. However, he/she can’t move, when he/
she has the ball. If he/she succeeds, the play-er
who has been hit must sit and will try to catch
the ball without moving. he/she can stand up
and play again when he/she manages to catch
the ball again. If the ball falls on the ground
without touching anyone, every player can take
it. The game ends when there is only one player
standing.

Game variations

The game can also be played in teams. Thus, they
could pass the ball to their teammate. In this case,
more balls could be added.
Besides, when a seated player catches the ball,
he/she stands up and tries to hit the other player.
If the players fails, he/she has to sit again.

Educational value

Precision, strategy, dexterity.

Pictures or plan of the
game
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Catch the handkerchief
Number of players

Min. 8

Duration

10-30’

Materials

a handkerchief

Description

Two teams with the same number of players face
each other. Each partici-pant is given a number.
Players put themselves in front of each other: a
trainer holds a handker-chief and randomly calls
out the team members shouting a number. The
players that have been assigned that number
both run to the middle and try to be the first one
to grab the handkerchief. The player who grabs it
has to run to join its team without being caught
by the member of the op-posing team in order to
score a point.
The game ends when one of the teams manages
to score 10 points.

Game variations

The handkerchief holder can call out two or three
numbers at the same time.

Educational value

Team-spirit, Rapidity, Strategy.
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Pictures or plan of the
game

Tonanaal
Number of players

Max. 25

Duration

20-30’

Materials

A ball
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Description

This game is played by a group of people, the
larger the better. The people stand in a circle,
and one of them stays in the middle. One of
the people standing in the circle tries to hit the
person in the middle with a ball. If the ball hits the
player, the game continues. Each person in the
circle takes a turn. If, however, he or she misses
the person in the middle, then that per-son will
switch places with the person in the middle. If the
person in the middle catches the ball, he/she can
throw it at any of the people in the cir-cle. If he/
she hits anyone, the person who was hit has to be
the person in middle. This game is not competitive
but the faster it gets the funnier it be-comes!

Game variations

More people can stand in the middle, or more
balls could be added to in-crease the difficulty
level.

Educational value

Reaction rate; attention; accuracy and agility.

Sack race
Number of players

As many players as sacks available.

Duration

about 5 min for each race

Materials

sacks
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Description

Designate a running route according to the age
and the capability of the run-ners. Participants
have to jumpas fast as they keep both their legs
inside the sacks. The first player to cross the finish
line wins.

Game variations

If you don’t have potato sacks, you can try pillow
cases.
The game can be more complicated using cones
to designate turning points. Runners can also
compete in teams.

Educational value

Strength; endurance; agility.

Simplified Handball
Number of players

2 teams of 3 -12 people

Duration

20 – 30’

Materials

ball
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Description

The game starts with 2 players, one for each team,
standing in the centre of the field facing each
other. The referee will throw the ball between the
2 players and they will try to catch it and pass it
totheir teammates . Once they have caught the
ball, the players of should keep throwing the
balls to each other. They cannot walk for more
than 3 steps or hold the ball for more than 10
seconds.. If the ball hits the ground or falls, the
opposing team is awarded possession and the
gamere-starts with a new throw-off- . The team
who manages to keep the ball for the longest
time without losing it wins.

Game variations

Rules could be changed: for example, players
could be allowed to take only two steps when
they hold the ball.

Educational value

Precision, endurance, vision, teamwork and
cooperation. This game helps the players
bond and create a nice, friendly atmosphere. It
enhances the cooperation among teammates.

Matball
Number of players

Min. 8 players and 1 referee.
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Duration

Depends on the number of players/teams. 2x15
min/2x20 min or 3x15 3x20 min.

Materials

2 mats, 1 ball (handball/football/ball), vests (to
see the difference of teams), 6 to 8 pawns to mark
the field.

Description

Two teams are on 2 opposites mats. 1 player of
team A stands on the mat which lies in the area of
team B and vice versa.
Players of team A have to make 10 consecutive
passes. If team B manages to in-terfere, they are
awarded possession. If they don’t, the players of
team A have to throw the ball to their teammate
on the mat. If that player catches the ball, then
team A scores1 point. Then, the game start over
again.
Players are allowed to take only three steps
when they hold the ball. If the game is used as a
coaching exercise, you need to ask the two team
leaders to carry out a secret task. Team leader n.
1 shall be very gentle,, positive, helpful and nice
with their peers while Team leader n.2 shall adopt
a negative and hateful attitude to-wards the other
player and the referee.

Game variations

You can also adjust the number of passes
amongst team members according to the number
of players. They might also need to wait before
throwing the ball to the player on the mat after
the 10th pass.

Educational value

Strategy, communication skills, defending and
attacking tactics, dexterity.
With coaching assignment: understand that the
impact of a positive coaching style is always
better than a negative one. In this case, the
trainer should help players analyse this issue and
understand their feelings at the end of the game.
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Pictures or plan of the
game

Ladder game
Number of players

6 players or more (depends on how many squares
you have in the ladder)

Duration

Unspecified. It depends on participants.
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Materials

A training ladder (football).

Description

Each player chooses a square of the ladder.
Then they shall find the right spot in the ladder
according to their year and month of birth using
non-verbal clues.

Game variations

It is possible do the same activity and ask
participants to line up according to the distance
they cover in order to come to the training
sessions.

Educational value

Verbal and non-verbal communication, leadership
skills.

The zipper
Number of players

min. 10

Duration

15 – 30’

Materials

NA.
You can carry out this activity in a field or in a
wide room.
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Description

Participants stand in two separate lines with the
same number of people. The participants must
hold their hands so that their fingers touch. The
pair who stands at the beginning of the line shall
go through the zipper first. The first run-ner must
say “close the zipper” so that everybody holds
their hands. When he/she is ready and starts
running, each pair shall act fast and stop holding
their hands so as to free the path for the runner.
Once the runner passes through the zipper, he/
she stands at the end of a line and waits for
his/her partner to join him/her. The same thing
repeats until each pair is back at the beginning of
their lines.

Game variations

If the players don’t trust their peers, you can also
allow them to walk. Players can also perform the
task with their eyes closed.

Educational value

Self confidence and trust.

3 in a row
Number of players

6-12

Duration

10’

Materials

9 Circles and 6 cones (of different colour)
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Description

Participants are divided in 2 teams.
Every round, one member of each team runs to
the circles and moves one object trying to arrange
3 identic object in a row.
The first 3 teammates will run with one object
and leave it on the floor.
The next players will run to the circles and move
the objects to another circle.
•

The rules of relay games apply to this activity,
therefore each player can perform one move
at a time.

Game variations

More circles could be added
Another team could be added. All three groups
should try to arrange 3 items in a row.
Players could also be asked to run backwards,
using just one leg, etc.
You can also use balls instead of cones, so that
players can ll move them using their feet.

Educational value

It is a good warm up exercise.
It boosts physical activity levels and allows for fast
decision making.
It helps players hold their attention during the
whole game.

Pictures or plan of the
game
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Giant volley
Number of players

3 vs3 to 6 vs6

Duration

10-15’

Materials

•
•

Description

This game looks like a volleyball match but with
some adjustments.
The team has to control the ball before it touches
the floor, punching it up or catching it.
Once the ball has been hit by 2 or more teammates
at the same time, it has to pass on the other side
of the net. The players can walk or run before the
other teammate hits the ball.
The team scores a one point when grounding the
ball on the opponent’s side of the net.

Game variations

Different kind of balls can be used (beachball
etc), however they should not be heavy. The
teammates can only touch the ball 3 times before
trying to win a point. The same player cannot
touch the ball twice.

Educational value

Teamwork
Strategy
Playing different roles.

1 ball
A net or something similar.
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Gachango
Number of players

3-3 to 6-6

Duration

10 min

Materials

Cones

Description

Two teams face each other. One player from each
team starts running along the path until they
meet.
When they meet, they play “rock, paper, scissors”
singing the word “GA-CHAN-GO!”
The winner keeps running while , the loser goes
back to its team, which sends another “runner” to
start again the game.
The team wins a point every time their runner
crosses the finish line.

Game variations

It is possible to modify or adjust the running path.
Players could also be asked to run backwards,
using just one leg, or to hold a racket, bounce a
ball, etc.

Educational value

Teamwork, reaction time.

Pictures or plan of the
game
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Pass me the ball
Number of players

Min. 9 (3 groups of 3 people)

Duration

Min. 10’

Materials

2 balls per team

Description

Three participants are arranged into a triangle.
They use two balls: they shall pass the first ball
using their feet so that it rolls on the floor, while
they can catch and throw the second one.
Players are not allowed to speak.
This activity can be done both indoors and
outdoors.

Game variations

The facilitator can ask players to perform certain
moves before hitting the ball.

Educational value

Team-building, Strategy, Non-verbal communication

Pictures or plan of the
game
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Who? Me!
Number of players

Min. 12

Duration

Min 10’

Materials

1 ball

Description

Players stand in a circle. Everyone gets a name or
a number. The facilitator stands in the middle of
the circle, holding a ball. The game starts when
he/she throws off the ball and shouts out one of
the names or numbers. The player who has been
called out runs to the middle and tries to catch
the ball before it falls on the floor.
This exercise can be done both indoors and
outdoors.

Game variations

The ball may hit the floor once.

Educational value

Team-building, Fast – thinking and moving.
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Pilot and Controller
Number of players

4 – 20

Duration

15 – 30’

Materials

•
•

Description

Participants are divided into pairs. One part of the
room shall be marked as a runway with several
obstacles on that (bench, chairs, bags, etc.).
One participant plays the role of the pilot of an
airplane who must land safely with a blindfold
over his/her eyes. The other participant is a
control tower operator and must guide the plane
safely during landing.
They will switch their roles afterwards. The team
who finishes first wins.

Game variations

If the player stumbles on an obstacle, he/she has
to come back to the and start over again.

Educational value

Trust, communication, orientation.

Tape or chalk to mark the runway
Chair, table, boxes
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List of good
practices

hroughout the project
MATCH partnership has
collected a set of good
practice in the field of sport
and social inclusion at local,
national and transnational
level
We believe that sport is a
universal language familiar
to different target groups.
Most of these sport-based
interventions,
however,
targeted at refugees, migrants,
and disadvantaged youths are
promoted and implemented
solely by sport clubs, sport
associations and NGOs.
One of the challenges these

actors face is the lack of
funding and governmental
support, which hinders project
sustainability. Therefore, it
would be a good idea to try
and involve local government
institutions,
whenever
possible.
Motivation has also been
listed as one of the issues
stakeholders need to deal
with. For this reason, it is
important to provide them
with specific guidelines, aimed
at increasing and encouraging
motivation during the training.
One must consider the cultural
and social differences within
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the target group itself and
believe in the positive impact
of sport, even though it is
important not to emphasise
the competitive dimension
of such activities as it may
have disruptive consequences
and not be conducive to
integration purposes.
Promoting multiplier events
will also be useful not only for
disseminating project results,
but also to reach the target
group.
In the end, it is advisable to
build and sustain relationships
with
other
organizations

and institutions which have
implemented similar activities
in the past and involve as
many volunteers as possible
(students, youth workers and
sport trainers), so as to ensure
impact on a wider scale.
Here it is possible to read
some of these good practices.
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Mediterraneo Antirazzista
Country

Italy

Target groups

•
•
•
•

Overview

Mediterraneo Antirazzista is a project started
in Palermo (Italy) in 2008. Aterritorial network
consisting
of
associations,
committees,
community centres and citizens manages the
project activity. Mediterraneo Antirazzista is a
sport/artistic/cultural event which takes place
in Palermo and in other Italian cities (Catania,
Lampedusa, Naples, Rome, Genova, Milan).
The aim is to promote intercultural relationships
between people with different backgrounds
living in Palermo by using sport-based activities,
i.e. football, basket, cricket, volleyball and
rugby. Mediterraneo Antirazzista includes noncompetitive sport tournaments, art exhibitions,
concerts, intercultural parties and debates aimed
at promoting diversity.
Mediterraneo Antirazzista is divided in 3 main
steps:
• “Mediterraneo Antirazzista on the road”:
every spring, in the aforementioned Italian
cities, small sport tournaments take place
in deprived neighbourhoods (such as ZEN
in Palermo and Scampia in Naples, two of
the poorest neighbourhoods in Italy) where
children (local and with migrant background)
can finally play. . “Grassroots sport in public
places” campaign: an awareness campaign
(launched in May or June) targeted at local
people so as to encourage them to use and
take care of public sport facilities in Palermo.

Children living in deprived areas
Adults living in deprived areas
Migrant communities
Asylum seekers and refugees living in
reception centre.
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•

“Mediterraneo Antirazzista: the tournament
and festival”: it is the final sport tournament
(soccer, basket, volleyball, cricket, rugby)
that takes place every June for 4 days in an
abandoned stadium, next to ZEN, the most
economically deprived area in Palermo. More
than 150 teams and 1000 players coming
from Palermo, and local migrant communities
and other Italian cities participate in this final
event. Matches are not controlled by referees,
but by timekeepers who check match
duration. In fact, players follow different rules
which promote individual responsibility and
fair play

Mediterraneo Antirazzista has grown out of
an idea of “Handala”, a voluntary association
founded in Palermo in 2008 by a group of social
workers specialized in street education whohave
been working together for years. Through
“Mediterraneo Antirazzista”, Handala tried to
convey, values such as solidarity, respect for
the rules, self-awareness and cooperation using
sport as a tool for social inclusion.
Achieved results

•
•
•

Rediscovered the educational and social value
of sport against its competitive and economic
dynamics.
Promote active citizenship by involving locals
who started as participants and now take
care of project management issues.
Over the years, Mediterraneo Antirazzista
has been extended to other Italian cities
such as Naples, Rome, Genoa, Milan and
Catania allowing people with different
cultural background living in different parts
of the city to meet and share their stories and
experiences.
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Challenges

The biggest challenge faced in very first year was
to make par-ticipants understand that this event
was a non-competitive tour-nament and that
there wasn’t a referee but only a person who
should have checked match duration and score.
Therefore, the players should have been fair
during the match.

Useful link

•
•
•

mediterraneoantirazzista.org
facebook.com/mediterraneoantirazzistapalermo
facebook.com/associazionehandala
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Sarajevo Half Marathon
Country

Bosnia and Erzegovina

Target groups

•
•
•
•
•

Overview

Sarajevo half marathon is a traditional event that
celebrated its 10th anniversary in 2016. This event
is characterised by a number of activities such as:
•
“Sarajevo Coca-Cola half marathon and
g-drive relay half marathon”
•
“RUN WITH ME”
•
“Novo nordisk fun run/ walk”
•
“Nesquik kids’ run

Seniors
People with disabilities
children with mental disabilities
Children with diabetes or cancer
Children without parents

Each of the activities listed brought together
around 2300 people who took part in this
international running festival. The event was
targeted at different groups and certainly
contributed to raise awareness of the importance
of a healthy and physically active lifestyle.
The popularity of Sarajevo Half Marathon has
been increasing over the past few years and in
2016 it got a great media coverage as a higher
number of athletes with disabilities participated
in the race. The most popular story is that of a
visually impaired young man, who decided to
run a half marathon race for the first time. The
young man’s name is Mustafa Mehic, who is now
preparing to represent Bosnia and Herzegovina
at the next Paralympic games.
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This initiative was implemented by Marathon, a
non-governmental organization based in Bosnia
and Herzegovina, which aims at promoting
the importance of physical activity, which is
and should be made accessible to all citizens,
regardless of their physical, mental and economic
status.
The increasing number of participants, (2,350 in
2016 vs 125 in 2007) proves that the action was
successfully implemented, as it raised awareness
of the importance of sport and physical activity.
Sarajevo Half Marathon is also a fundraising
event. For instance, 10,000 Euros were collected
in 2016. This annual event is important also for
its purely sport-based contents, as it promotes
fair play, volunteering and active citizenship.
Achieved results

•
•
•
•
•

growth of environmental awareness
strong young participation (7 youth
organizations involved)
inclusion of people with different disabilities
better awareness of healthy habits among
young people
positive effects on the economic outlook of
the region (more than 1,000 hotel overnight
stays were booked in Sarajevo during the half
marathon weekend)

Challenges

Lack of funds and governmental support.

Useful link

•
•

sarajevomarathon.ba/en
sarajevomarathon.ba/wp-content/uploads/2016/12/
izvjestaj-2016_final-1.pdf
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Team of hope
Country

Bulgaria

Target groups

Young people with fewer opportunity from
migrant background

Overview

Team of Hope is a football team composed only of
migrants and youths from ethnic minorities living
in Sofia (Bulgaria); the team is trained and plays
every weekend in Sofia Futsal championship.
This team takes part in the Bulgaria Homeless
National Team which participate every year in
Homeless World Cup.
Team of Hope is implemented by NGOs, usually
managed by former sportsmen, who understand
the opportunity for growth sport offers. .
The idea is to let disadvantaged people start
a social life of their own(out of institutions) in
friendly environment, having the opportunity of
show-ing their own skills and characters.

Achieved results

•
•

Challenges

•
•
•

Useful link

•
•
•
•
•

Better integration and intercultural dialogue
among disadvantaged people
Improved sense of community
Lack of qualified sport trainers Sometimes
coaches are not motivated – especially in
amateur clubs.
Lack of training units and practices (in sports
federations, authorities, sports clubs, etc.)
Sports clubs are not so active at a social level.
Coaches are not fully exploiting the potential
of sports, especially in the field of youth.
footura.com/index.php/2015/10/07/sportnablagotvoritelna-liga
facebook.com/otbornasarceto/timeline
stenoy.org/partners/intercampus
facebook.com/bisbulgaria
nacionalite.org
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Tarda jove (young afternoon)
Country

Spain

Target groups

•
•

Overview

Tarda Jove is a project promoted by Catalonian
sport council targeted at young people aged
12 - 18, living in the town of Banyoles (Girona).
Youngsters can take part in weekly training
sessions, including football, baseball, frisbee,
and so on. Every 3 months trainees can plan
and implement their own tournaments. The
Consell esportiu pla de l’estany offers materials,
mediators and the sports hall. Participants only
need to bring some healthy snacks and drinks
(e.g. nuts, fruits, etc.) for all the players.

Achieved results

•

Participants showed more perseverance,
commitment, effort, respect, empathy,
solidarity and humility.

Challenges

•

Cultural and linguistic differences Conflict
among young people.

Useful link

•

ceplaestany.cat/esportperjoves/tardajove.aspx

Young people (12-18 years old)
General public
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Run for freedom
Country

The Netherlands

Target groups

Asylum seekers and refugees

Overview

Run for Freedom is an initiative supported by
different stakeholders (Stitching run for freedom,
Gemeente’s city council, the welfare organisation
Interlokaal – Tandem, EUROPAL).
The goal, based on volunteering activities, is
to support refugees to pick up a sport activity
(running) and explore their talents.
Running is used as a therapy to deal with stress
and traumas; it is considered as a very easy and
low-threshold method to build rapport with
refugees.
The activities carried out include:

Achieved results

•
•
•

2 group trainings a week;
a race every second weekend;
talking with the team about how they feel and
how things are going

•

Better awareness of the power of sport as a
therapeutic tool
Integration and socialisation among asylum
seekers and refugees

•
Challenges

The real challenge is to keep the team motivated.
Youngsters have to deal with severe psychological
traumas, they are lonely and face stressful
situations as they need to deal with integration
issues in a completely different environment.

Useful link

•
•
•
•

www.talententeam.com
instagram.com/talententeamlent
youtube.com/watch?V=n_umz46etjk
youtube.com/watch?V=zcvani-gb38
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The African Tournament
Country

Greece

Target groups

Young African migrants

Overview

The African football tournament is an established
soccer event that takes place every year. It is
organised by African migrants living in Greece.
The main aim is to orientate and develop their
talents, while at the same time contributing to
integrate them within the so-ciety.
The African tournament uses sport as a tool for
getting peo-ple involved in a collective initiative
and at the same time promoting peace and
mutual respect.
The stakeholders involved are the leaders of the
respective African communities in Greece and
also some well-known Af-rican athletes.
Each
migrant
community
appoints
2
representatives in the tournament organizing
committee;
moreover,
each
communi-ty
pays registration fees in order to finance the
programme: for example, the money is used to
pay a referee and to rent the stadium.

Achieved results

•
•
•

Better knowledge of migrant communities
Relationships built between African migrants.
Career development opportunities for the people
involved

Challenges

•
•
•
•
•

the use of sport facilities
sport equipment
security measures (in case of violence)
medical assistance
the funding
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Percorsi Indysciplinati
Country

Italy

Target groups

Young people aged 14-20 mainly with migrant
background

Overview

Since 2007 “Percorsi indysciplinati: stili di vita attivi
e sport di strada per la tutela dell’adolescenza” has
been implementing by UISP (an Italian umbrella
organisation promoting inclusion and diversity in
sports) in several Italian cities.
Every year, UISP organizes several free structured
and unstructured sport activities (street sports,
freestyle, parkour, skateboard etc.), in public
spaces, outskirts, prisons etc.
By involving youngsters with migrant background,
the project seeks to guarantee their right to play.
Even if the project recognizes the fundamental
role of the education system (as schools are
involved in the project activities), several sportbased interventions are carried out of the schools
(e.g. streets, squares, shopping mall, etc.); so as
to reach marginalised youngsters These youths
face difficulties when looking for an inclusive
environment in order to practice sport. One of the
key elements of the project is to find an inclusive
solution in terms of availability of public spaces.
This also catches the attention of young people
who can learn about new disciplines and thus
improve their attitude through sport activities
(parkour is the best example in this sense).
In each city involved in the project, first a
local team is set, creating a network of local
stakeholders who will be involved in the project
activities: schools, local associations etc. Each
team is composed of youngsters.
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Then, each local team plans and organizes
workshops, supervised by UISP youth workers. In
the end, they carry out these workshops in and
out of the schools.
The main methodology used is peer education:
youngsters have an active role in the project,
as they plan and manage project activities by
themselves.
The sport activities promoted and used as
educational tool are street sports. Street sports
are based on values such as creativity, courage,
beauty, instead of sacrifice and discipline (which
characterise other sports, such as football). Due to
its unstructured nature, street sports are perfect
for reaching marginalized young people, one of
the main target group of the project. The street
allows youngsters to feel more comfortable,
giving them also the opportunity to express
themselves freely.
In this project has been acknowledged as best
practice in the field of sport and inclusion in 2016
by CONI and the Italian Ministry of Labour and
Social Policies.
Achieved results

•
•
•
•

Useful link

•
•
•

Better awareness of healthy lifestyles
Increased socialisation and integration, especially
of youngsters from migrant background
A new network of stakeholders involved in the
project
Renewal of urban spaces
fratellidisport.it/images/download/brochure-buonepratiche-2016-file-per-web.pdf
uisp.it/progetti/pagina/percorsi-indysciplinati-lastrada-quella-giusta
isismamolibergamo.it/wp-content/uploads/2013/12/
indysciplinati_-descrizione-del-progetto.pdf
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Integration Through Sport
Country

Bulgaria, Italy, Hungary, Croatia, Bosnia and
Herzegovina, Czech Re-public, Slovakia, Spain

Target groups

Young people (16 – 30 years old)

Overview

“Integration through sport” is a youth exchange
(YE) concerning the importance of sport as an
integration and educational tool for promoting
social inclusion, culture understanding, human
rights and competitiveness between young
people. The project has been implemented by
“Bulgarian sports development association”.
under the Erasmus +Program.
During this 7-day youth exchange held in Sofia,
65 young Europeans, from 8 countries, discussed
about sport as a tool for integration,
The overall aim of the project was to gather
young people from countries with significant
immigration and show them the possibilities
offered by sport as a tool for integration. The YE
included transfer of innovative methodologies
of non-formal education, creating an important
educational path amongst the participating
countries. In the last few years, we have seen
how social conflicts may rise due to poverty,
violence, cultural and educational clashes. Young
people can establish new models and patterns of
integration, if they are provided with proper tools.
Sport can be used as a common language to
integrate disadvantaged people in the society and
to promote tolerance, freedom, fair play, respect.
Sport is useful for deconstructing stereotypes
(facilitating the process of integration of migrants
and minorities in the society), promoting mutual
understanding and inter-cultural dialogue and
facilitating the process of social inclusion.
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The methodological approach used by the project
has been quite similar to the one of MATCH, since
it focused on defining the key elements of sport as
an integration and educational tool for promoting
sport-based intervention at social level.
Achieved results

•
•

•
•

Useful link

•
•

Betterawareness of sport and outdoor activities
as tools for integration and learning ;
New network of motivated young people, who
can act as multipliers in their local communities
to promote European values of solidarity and
integration.
Empathy for people from minorities and with
migrant background
Training opportunities for people from migrant
background.
intsport.wordpress.com/
intsport.files.wordpress.com/2016/03/info_pack_
integration-through-sport_ye1.pdf
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FC CONCORDIA
Country

Bulgaria

Target groups

Disadvantaged young people

Overview

Football Club Concordia is a model using
competitive spirit to achieve positive sport
and social results. FC Concordia develops and
implements social projects aimed at children and
teenagers-. Through sports children can learn to
be tolerant, disciplined and respectful, gain social
and communication skills, improve their health
and nutrition culture and in-crease their interest in
sport. By identifying specific needs in dealing with
marginalized communities and individuals at risk,
football club Concordia develops and implements
social projects targeted at youths. . Currently the
team is composed of eighteen children aged 8 13, some of them are social services users, while
others are living in disadvantaged areas in So-fia.
•
•
•
•

Challenges

•
•

Better health and self-esteem
Increased integration and intercultural dialogue
among disadvantaged people
Improved sense of community
Empathy
Lack of proper communication between school
and sports club
Lack of established policies and use of different
training methods in sports associations. Lack of
regulations concerning youth work and sportbased intervention.
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Useful link

•
•
•
•
•
•

footura.com/index.php/2015/10/07/sportnablagotvoritelna-liga
concordia.bg/novini/futbolen-klub-v-igrata
facebook.com/otbornasarceto/timeline
stenoy.org/partners/intercampus
facebook.com/bisbulgaria
nacionalite.org

FUTBOLNET
Country

Spain

Target groups

•
•

Overview

Futbolnet is an initiative of FC Barcelona
Foundation. They only work using their threestep teaching methodology:
•
•
•

Young people (12-18 years old)
General public

1st time, the teams make the rules.
2nd time, they play.
3rd time, they mark each other relating to the rules

Football three times (a FC Barcellona methodology
used by Futbolnet) establishes consistent
standards among the participants, apply, discuss,
and evaluate them at the end of the activity.
Through it, young people learn they are important,
as they can agree on the rules of the game.
Achieved results

•
•

Improved behaviour and values among young
people.
Opportunity to escape from bad habits or conflict.
Better teamwork and cooperation skills.
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Challenges

Young people often speak their language
and communication is difficult. Sometimes,
youngsters from different cultural backgrounds
unconsciously display sexist behaviours which
are not acceptable. Many participants are social
services users who spend most of their spare time
on the streets and adopt a bad attitude towards
authorities. Therefore, it is hard to avoid conflicts
during the activities.

Useful link

•

ceplaestany.cat/esportperjoves/futbolnet.aspx

Kick out poverty
Country

Greece

Target groups

•
•
•

Overview

Created in 2010 by Diogenes, a Greek NGO, ‘Kick
out poverty’ is a project aimed to ease social
exclusion through sport and to continue the work
of the Greek homeless football team, set up in
2006.
It organises local tournaments in different places
across Greece. Weekly training sessions (two per
week in Athens, three per week in Volos, and one
per week in Thessaloniki) are run, and their team
participate in an amateur league.
At local level, they organised their first national
tournament in 2011 in the city of Patra with teams
coming from eight different cities.

homeless people
refugees
former drug addicted people
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They regularly run training sessions and their
team also participate in the local amateur league,
which facilitates interaction with people who are
not homeless in an environment characterised
by equality and fair play, thereby promoting
inclusion processes.
At international level, the Greek homeless
football team participated for the first time in the
5th Homeless World Cup, which took place in the
summer of 2007 in Copenhagen, winning the Fair
Play Cup. Since then, they participate each year in
the tournament.
This initiative can be considered successful as it
managed to reintegrate individuals within society
The 92% of players said that being a member of
the team encouraged them to start a new life,
89% of them improved his social relationships
and 73% of them said his life changed for the
better.
Achieved results

More opportunities for social inclusion Better
awareness of vulnerable people’s situation

Useful link

•
•
•

homelessworldcup.org/partner/greece
shedia.gr/kick-out-poverty
facebook.com/shedia.streetpaper
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